Vanderbilt 6, Rice 1

**Singles competition**
1. Joubert Klopper (VANDY-M) def. Trinity Grear (RICE) 2-6, 6-4, 6-3
2. Emir Sendogan (RICE) def. Nathan Cox (VANDY-M) 6-0, 4-6, 6-4
3. Michael Ross (VANDY-M) def. Wes Barnett (RICE) 4-6, 6-4, 6-2
4. Siim Troost (VANDY-M) def. Santiago Navarro (RICE) 7-6 (7-5), 7-6 (7-3)
5. Macsen Sisam (VANDY-M) def. Campbell Salmon (RICE) 6-3, 6-4
6. Marcus Ferreira (VANDY-M) def. Kabeer Kapasi (RICE) 8-3

**Doubles competition**
1. Trinity Grear/Wes Barnett (RICE) def. Siim Troost/Paul Wang (VANDY-M) 6-4
2. Michael Ross/Nathan Cox (VANDY-M) def. Campbell Salmon/Santiago Navarro (RICE) 6-4

Match Notes:
Order of finish: Doubles (2,1,3); Singles (5,2,4,3,1,6)